Sprint
Workforce
Locator
Find, contact and direct
your field workers in real time

The trouble with mobile workers
is that they’re so… well, mobile!
Once your road warriors are out
making service calls, repairing,
delivering, or doing whatever else
your business depends on them
to do, they can be very hard to
track — let alone to keep efficient,
effective and productive.

• Find the nearest driver to any pick
up, delivery or service call and
handle more jobs, in less time

But what if you could see where
all your field workers were in realtime, at any time? And, with this
knowledge, determine where they
need to be next and even be able
to send driving directions to their
mobile devices?

• Direct multilingual workforces
with text bilingual directions

How we can help
Sprint Workforce Locator uses GPS
to let you find, contact and direct
field workers like never before —
even if you’re on the road yourself.

• Track down individuals and teams
using Bing Local Search
• Send timely messages to any field
worker’s device from your PC

• Run location history reports to
audit and optimize operations
• Keep customers informed
and satisfied even when
schedules change

What you’ll get
With an asset management
solution from Sprint you
can get:*
• The power to find field teams
and individuals, virtually
anywhere, anytime
• Direct-to-device messaging
from your PC
• Scheduled tracking of
workers
• Custom map landmarks
(e.g. offices and work sites)

• Manage from virtually anywhere,
viewing real-time worker locations
on a PC, tablet or smartphone

• Bilingual directions

• Get started fast — with quick,
simple activation, and no special
software to install on field devices

*Available features may vary by solution

• Simple location history reports

Sprint Workforce Locator

What this means for you,
and your organization

Is Sprint Workforce Manager
right for you?

A better view of your mobile
workforce means greater efficiency,
lower costs, and a new level of
service for your customers.
A bona fide win-win-win situation.

If you answer ‘yes’ to either of the
following questions, we’re confident
Sprint Workforce Locator can do
jaw-dropping things for your
organization:

• Drive up productivity and efficiency,
with the vision needed to optimize
mobile workforce operations in
real-time

• Are you in a service industry like
Construction, Field Services,
Transportation, Distribution, Retail,
Utilities, Heating and Cooling or
Pest Control?

• Drive down labor and fuel costs,
with more strategic routing and
scheduling
• Drive new levels of customer
service — keep customers in the
loop about jobs and deliveries,
and serve them faster, with greater
insight into worker locations and
activities

• Do you have a mobile workforce
that engages in deliveries, pickups,
maintenance and / or repair?
With a little help from our friends
We work with best in class providers
to deliver award winning Mobile
Workforce Management Solutions.

• Drive mobile worker happiness,
with easier direction and
communication
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Let’s talk
Find out what Asset Management solutions can do for you.
Contact your local Sprint representative today to learn more.
Call 1-877-633-1102 or see more details on sprint.com/business

